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Abstract

Transformation of original dataset into predefined data format always becomes a main concern in pre-processing of text mining or information retrieval. Unfortunately most of the available tools and databases in the market are not capable to incorporate implicit flexibility of two-way XML-RDBMS transformation. Thus, the development of flexible database transformation is absolutely significant in order to overcome these drawbacks. Here, the exiting tools for database conversion are examined in an attempt to determine their strengths and weaknesses. In this paper, we develop a model using Relational Unified process (RUP) via C# programming language, based on .NET framework for database transformation. It shows that, the database conversion process can be easily performed and flexible.
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1 Introduction

Flexi-DB Transformation (F-DBT) is a tool for transforming XML into Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) or vice-versa. These two types of databases have been employed widely especially in the web applications. Nowadays, there are huge of data available in both formats and always need further processing. However, not all databases can afford to provide a good solution for advance processing or data interchanging.

In text mining, pre-processing phase usually consumes a lot of resources in term of efforts and man-hour. One of the main concern is to reduce irrelevant
features via dimensionality reduction process. Too many dimensions are not good for further analysis and sometime may produce unexpected result. Typically, calculation of dimensionality reductions such as Chi-Square, Mutual Information and Information Gain are very difficult in XML format compare to normal relational (row-column) format.

Currently, there are quite a number of database transformation tools such as Access2MySQL Pro 5, dbQwikSync Pro, dataPro etc. However, one of the major problems of these tools is, database transformation is only applicable in the one way direction. Besides that, functions for selecting the users’ preferable attributes are also not available. Realizing the advantages offered by XML, a few major RDBMS vendors have extended its basic RDBMS functionality to include XML data management capabilities named XML-enabled. By using XML-enabled databases, data can be transferred from relational tables to XML documents in both ways [1]. However, the limitation is, the XML-enable database has better performance only for a small database size (number of records <= 1,000) compare to native XML-database.

Reuters-21578 [2] is a classic example of dataset in SGML / XML format for text mining. Numerous researches have used this dataset for further analysis. However, the constraint is these data must be converted first into certain formats for example in table (row-column) format. Otherwise, it is very difficult to analyze and apply some formula in XML format. Thus, development of database conversion tool from or to XML-Relational database is very significant for further data analyzing and processing in the area such as text mining, information retrieval, etc. This paper proposes a flexible model using RUP based on .NET engine to transform XML to or from Relational database.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces all the basic concepts and some related works. Section 3 focuses on methodology used to accomplish this project. Section 4 describes the tool being developed and overall findings. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a short summary.

2 Literature review

Two tools have been evaluated for benchmarking purposes; Access2MySQL Pro 5 and dbQwikSync Pro. Access2MySQL Pro 5 [3] is one of the database conversion tool which can convert the relational database in Microsoft Access, into MySQL format, and then converted into XML format. dbQwikSync Pro [4] is another database conversion tool which can convert directly relational database in Microsoft Access or Microsoft Dbase format, into XML format. Although this tool provides step-by-step instruction for the user during the whole conversion process, but it focuses more on experienced users with some basic knowledge in databases.

XML [5], or ‘Extensible Markup Language’, is a simple text format for a semistructured information document. XMS has growth very fast as a dominant database for representing the hypertext level of a website such as logical composition of web pages and the navigation structure [6–8]. Recently, there are large amounts of data in both financial and business data, that is, most of the data
in today’s web-driven world are being continuously converted to XML [9]. XML has basic features including storage the data using XML documents, define schemes through XML schemes and DTD [10], query languages function [11] by XQL and XPath, programming interface capability via DOM and JDOM, and many more.

Relational database is a database that conforms to the relational model, and refers to a database’s data and schema. This database can be considered as a dominant database and being employed widely to store content of a web site. The term relational database was first defined and coined by E.F. Codd [12]. The term relation stems from the mathematical theory which derived from his database model. Conceptually, all the data are stored in tables (row-column) format.

Compared to the XML database, relational database possess its own advantages too. Some advantages [13] include control of data redundancy, data consistency, sharing of data, and improved security and integrity. Among the most popular relational databases are Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server, IBM DB2, Oracle and MySQL. Currently, there are several top vendors in database industry already incorporated the function of transforming data into XML. For example, IBM’s DB2 introduces DB2 XML Extender [14,15], Microsoft SQL Server 2000 [16] with OPENXML row set and Oracle has Oracle XML SQL Utility [17].

3 Materials and methods

Relational Unified Process (RUP) methodology has been chosen for developing F-DBT tool. RUP is an iterative software development process framework created by the Rational Software Corporation, a division of IBM since 2003. RUP lifecycle is an implementation of the spiral model. Four main phases involved in RUP are inception, elaboration, construction and transition.

3.1 Inception phase

During this phase, business case is established. A basic use-case diagram is designed to provide main functionalities offered by the F-DBT tool. Figure 1 shows a use case diagram consist of two (2) actors named “User” (the final users of the tool) and “Printer” (to output information on the screen), and five (5) main use-cases which are “Retrieve important elements from XML database”, “Create and insert data into RDBMS”, “Retrieve important attributes from RDBMS”, “Create and insert data into XML database” and “Show output records”.

3.2 Elaboration phase

The elaboration phase is where the project starts to take shape. Analysis on how the conversion processes between both XML and MS Access are performed. The basic database characteristics and restrictions which may occur along the database conversion tool’s development will take into consideration. All related
diagrams such as activity diagrams, relational entity classes’ diagrams, and basic GUI are produced.

Figure 1: A use-case diagram.

3.3 Construction phase

All codes are built in Microsoft C#. During the development, the complete model to show the basic workflow is derived. From the model, one can clearly see how the data and processes in the database conversion tool relate and how it interacts with each other via Microsoft’s C# programming language. Figure 2 shows overall model of the database conversion tool with .Net framework.

In the Figure 2, both XML and RDBMS (Microsoft Access) databases’ format are connected via the C# programming language, based on .NET Framework. The conversion goes in two (2) ways, which fulfils the concept of flexi-transformation in the database conversion tool.

3.4 Transition phase

At this phase, the testing processes of the main functions will be performed several times to ensure that it is free of errors and bugs. If any errors or bugs are
detected during testing, there will be code fixing until all errors have been eliminated. However, if there is a need to add any extra minor functions into the database conversion tool, the updating process of the tool will be performed again via the iterative process concept. Not only functional attributes which are being tested, but also user interfaces may also be commented and changed according to suitability.

4 Result and discussion

This section presents the main functions and output generated from the tool.

4.1 Conversion from RDBMS to XML

When this option is chosen, user has to select the location of the input Microsoft Access database file first by browsing through the computer.

After the input database file is selected, a tree-view of the RDBMS input database will appear on the left side of the window as at Figure 3. From there, user can choose which table(s) or attribute(s) to be converted and then select them into the conversion area on the right side of the window. If the user want to control any attributes by converting them all into NULL (or empty) values, the
user just need to select the checkbox(s) in the conversion area on the right side of the window. When everything is done, user need to click on the ‘Convert’ button to perform the conversion, and after confirming in the pop-up confirmation box, the conversion process will begin.

![Figure 3: Conversion from RDBMS to XML window.](image)

After the conversion process succeeds, an output window which shows the output database file in the form of XML will appear on the screen as at Figure 4. From here, user can select whether to save the output file, perform another conversion, return to main menu of the tool, or simply exit from the tool.

![Figure 4: Output window of conversion from RDBMS to XML.](image)

### 4.2 Conversion from XML to RDBMS

Alternatively, when this option is chosen, user has to select the location of the input XML database file first by browsing through the computer. Do take note that most of the steps in this conversion way are similar to the conversion from RDBMS to XML.

After the input database file is selected, a tree-view of the XML input database will appear on the left side of the window as at Figure 5.
From Figure 5, user can choose which table(s) or element(s) to be converted and then select them into the conversion area on the right side of the window. If the user want to control any elements by converting them all into NULL (or empty) values, the user just need to select the checkbox(s) in the conversion area on the right side of the window. When everything is done, user need to click on the ‘Convert’ button to perform the conversion, and after confirming in the pop-up confirmation box, the conversion process will begin.

After the conversion process from XML to RDBMS succeeds, an output window which shows the output database file in the form of Microsoft Access’s style will appear on the screen as at Figure 6. From here, user can select whether to save the output file, perform another conversion, return to main menu of the tool, or simply exit from the tool.

### 4.3 Display input database

User can also select the option to only display the input database on the screen without the need to perform any conversion in the first place. User can select whether to display input database in the format of RDBMS (Microsoft Access format) or XML format, by first selecting the location of the input database in the computer. After that, the tool will display the input database in the screen, as at Figures 7 and 8.
4.4 Advantages of F-DBT tool

Further from the issues discussed in Literature Review, all the specified problems has been catered for and solved in the development of this database conversion tool.

Support for double-way conversion: F-DBT tool is flexible for two-way conversion, which is to convert from RDBMS to XML database, and from XML database back to RDBMS. Besides that, the original structure, integrity, and original data from the input database, stays intact. Minor errors in the conversion process will be significantly reduced with increasing number of error checkers and loops at critical stages along the whole database conversion process.

Possess function to choose preferable attributes from input database: Besides having the option to choose the whole table or elements to be converted, it also provides a feature to choose a number of needed attributes or elements for conversion. This will greatly save storage space, as only needed attributes and tables will be converted, and the tool’s response time will be greatly shorten as
only selected attributes will be converted and not the whole table with all attributes.

*Greater user-friendliness:* The database conversion tool will emphasize more on the user-friendliness aspect by preparing a much simpler and appropriate interface, without sacrificing its original functionality in the process. Besides providing functions in the tool using easy to understand buttons, technical jargons are also kept to the minimum and only relevant inputs will be asked, thus increasing user’s satisfaction towards using this tool.

5 Conclusion

The development of the database conversion tool using the .NET engine will greatly broaden the horizons of the future of text mining, information retrieval, database development etc. With the usage of this database conversion tool, the database conversion process would be as much easier and really flexible for user.

Further analyses in text mining processes such as dimensionality reductions can be easily performed once the output is converted into tables (row-column) format. By using F-DBT tool, it can reduce time for researchers to write a program for database conversion and they can focus directly to other advance processes.

Future work of this project is to test and evaluate the actual performance of the tool into Reuters-21578 dataset. Another potential work is to allow flexible conversion between XML to and from another type of databases such as Microsoft SQL Server, mySQL, DB2 and Oracle databases.
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